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Abstract

Knowledge space theory provides a formal model for representing students'
knowledge and describing the structure of a domain of knowledge. A similar
formal structure can be used to described the structure of hypertexts. The
combination of knowledge space theory and the formal hypertext model leads
to a framework for intelligent tutoring systems which provides individualized
learning paths to a student. Using powerful procedures from relational database
systems and from knowledge space theory, we get e. g. an e�cient selection of
appropriate teaching documents.

1 Introduction and previous results

Doignon and Falmagne [1] introduced the theory of knowledge spaces which provides a mean to

formally describe the structure of a given domain of knowledge. We introduce the theoretical

concepts in Section 1.1 below. The basic idea is the description of a student's knowledge by

the set of problems (items) he or she is able to solve. The set of possible knowledge states is

restricted by prerequisite relationships between the items.

A similar structure as knowledge spaces can be used to describe a hypertext: prerequisite

relationships between di�erent hypertext components can be speci�ed by prerequisite links

[2]. These prerequisite links build a structure which is comparable to a knowledge space. In

section 1.2, we describe a formal model for hypertext structures.

In Section 2, we describe how the combination of the formal hypertext model and the

theory of knowledge spaces leads to an individualized and e�cient hypertext tutoring system.

1.1 Formal concepts of knowledge space theory

The formal concepts in knowledge space theory have been introduced in [1]. Some more recent

research developments can be found e. g. in [3].

In knowledge space theory, a �eld of knowledge is speci�ed by a �nite set of items, i. e.

problems or tasks a student may or may not be able to solve. Each student can be described

by his/her knowledge state, i. e. the subset of items which this student masters. However, since

there exist prerequisite relationships between the items, not all possible subsets of items are

knowledge states. The set of all possible knowledge states is called a knowledge space. Such a

knowledge space contains the empty set ; and the complete item set Q as elements, and, for

any two knowledge states K;K 0 2 K, their union K [K 0 is also a member of K.
We have already mentioned that the set of possible knowledge states is restricted by pre-

requisite relationships between the items. In knowledge space theory, these relationships are

formalized by surmise relations, i. e. quasi�orders on a set Q of items. Such a surmise relation

v may be interpreted as q v q0 if and only if from a correct response to problem q0 we can

surmise a correct response to problem q. Instead, we could also say that mastering item q is

a prerequisite for mastering item q0.



1.2 A mathematical model for the structure of hypertext

Albert, Held, and Hockemeyer [2] have suggested a mathematical model for the structure

of a hypertext using the terminology of the Dexter hypertext reference model [4]. Within

the Dexter model, a hypertext consists of a set of components and a set of links between

these components. A component consists of a base component (unit of information) and some

source and destination anchors which are located on the base component. Links are speci�ed

by source anchors and destination anchors and the components on which the anchors are

located. In the following, we present the core of [2].

We assume the existance of three sets B, S, and D of base components, source anchors,

and destination anchors, respectively. A component c = (b; Sc;Dc) 2 (B � 2S � 2D) is a

triple constituted by a base component b 2 B, a subset Sc � S of source anchors, and a subset

Dc � D of destination anchors. A set L � (C�S)�(C�D) where each l = ((c; s) ; (c0; d)) 2 L

ful�lls the condition s 2 Sc and d 2 Dc0 is called a set of links. A pair H = (C;L) is called a

hypertext. A link l = ( (c; sc) ; (c
0; dc0) ) connects a source anchor sc located on a component c

with a destination anchor dc0 on a component c0.

Based on this formalization of links, we introduce a binary relation ` which describes

the linkage between components. For a Hypertext H = (C;L), we de�ne the link relation

` � C �C on the set C of components. For any components c; c0 2 C, we obtain c ` c0 if and

only if there exists a link l = ( (c; s) ; (c0; d) ) 2 L.

2 Combining hypertext structures and knowledge space theory

Knowledge space theory and the mathematical hypertext model can be combined to build a

framework for intelligent hypertext tutoring systems. As a central point in the combination

of knowledge spaces and hypertexts we use the concept of prerequisite relationships. These

prerequisite relationships are speci�ed using prerequisite links which is a special example of a

link type.

2.1 Prerequisite links in dynamic hypertexts.

Albert, Held and Hockemeyer [2] introduce the concept of link types. Assume a hypertext

H = (C;L) as de�ned in Section 1.2 above. For an arbitrary subset P � S, we call a

link l = ( (c; s) ; (c0; d) ) a link of type P if and only if s 2 P . We denote by LP = fl =
( (c; s) ; (c0; d) ) 2 L j s 2 Pg the set of all links of type P . We de�ne a binary relation

`P �`� (C � C). For any components c; c0 2 C, we obtain c `P c0 if and only if there exists

a link l = ( (c; s) ; (c0; d) ) 2 LP . This relation `P is called P�relation.

In this paper, we make only use of the prerequisite links. A prerequisite link from a

component c to a component c0 (i. e. c `P c0) means that c0 is a prerequisite for c, i. e. for

understanding the contents (or solving the problem) of component c, the content of component

c0 must be known. Semantically, this prerequisite relation has a similar meaning to that of the

surmise relation with the components corresponding to the items. While we use the surmise

relation to select new problems during the student's knowledge assessment, we can use the

prerequisite relation to select appropriate components to be o�ered to the student.

2.2 Individualized learning path.

The transfer of the concept of surmise relations from knowledge spaces to hypertexts enables

us to use procedures developed within the frame of knowledge space theory. One of these

concepts is the learning path [5].

Let H = (C;L) be a hypertext and let `P be a prerequisite relation on C as speci�ed in

Section 2 above. A sequence X0;X1; : : : ;Xn of subsets of components is called a learning path

from X0 to Xn if and only if the following two conditions hold. (i) For any i = 0; 1; : : : ; n,

for any c 2 Xi, and for any c0 2 C, if c `P c0 then c0 2 Xi and (ii) for any i = 1; 2; : : : ; n,

there exists a c 2 C nXi�1 such that Xi = Xi�1 [ fcg. A learning path from ; to C is simply



called a learning path. Condition (i) ensures that the steps of the learning paths are states,

i. e. subsets of components which conform to the prerequisite relation. Condition (ii) provides

that the learning path describes a step�by�step learning.

Individualized learning paths are constrained by the educational objective and the student's

current knowledge state. The former may be speci�ed by the student or by some teacher while

the latter can be determined with assessment procedures known from knowledge space theory

[6, 3]. In general, there will exist several learning paths from the starting to the destination

state [5].

During the tutoring process, the student's knowledge state can be updated at any step

corresponding to the lessons learned. At any time, the student has access to those components

which are the next step on some learning path from the current state to the destination state.

3 Discussion

In this paper, we suggest the combination of knowledge space theory and a mathematical

hypertext model to build e�cient and adaptive intelligent tutoring systems. The e�ciency

of such a system has two sources: First, knowledge space theory provides us with e�cient

procedures based on di�erent representations (surmise relations, knowledge spaces and their

bases, prerequisite relations) for the structure of a domain of knowledge. We can, for example,

implement storage� and time�e�cient procedures for the assessment of knowledge using a

theorem of Birkho�. Second, the formal description of hypertext structures using mathematical

relations enables us to apply methods from relational database theory to these structures quite

directly. This concerns not only individual access to document appropriate for the student's

actual knowledge but also the construction of sub hypertexts due to educational objectives or

to the student's prior knowledge.

We also want to mention some extended concepts from knowledge space theory. One idea

is the generalization of the surmise relation to a surmise system, which re�ects the fact that

there may exist several ways to solve a problem. Another, recent extension is the distinction

between observable behaviour (items or performance) on the one hand and underlying skills (or

competencies) on the other hands. Such extensions have been suggested by Doignon, Düntsch

and Gediga, and Korossy.

These extensions of the knowledge space theory can lead to an extension of the framework

for intelligent hypertext tutoring systems.
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